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Temperature dependencies of Bi2Se3 whiskers’ resistance with Pd doping concentration of  

(1-2)  1019 cm − 3 where measured in temperature range 1.5-77 K. At temperature 5.3 K a sharp drop in the 

whisker resistance was found. The effect observed is likely resulted from the whiskers partial transition in 

superconducting state at temperature 5.3 K, which is likely connected with -PdBi2 inclusions in the 

whiskers. Transverse magnetoresistance in n-type Bi2Se3 whiskers with different doping concentration in 

the vicinity to the metal-insulator transition from metal side of the transition was studied in magnetic field 

0-10 T. The magnetic field suppression of superconductivity allows to determine the main parameters: up-

per critical magnetic field Bc2  1.5 T, superconductor coherence length (0)  15 nm, superconductive gap 

  0.8 meV. Besides on the temperature dependence of the whisker resistance and magnetoresistance a min-

imum was observed in the temperature range 20-25 K that is connected with appearance of Kondo effect. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Studies of topological materials (TM) are very prom-

ising for revealing various extraordinary effects such as 

superconductivity [1], Kondo effect [2], presence of Ma-

jorana fermions [3] etc.  Some works concern to investi-

gation of interaction of the above effects, e.g. in [4] a 

possible influence of Majorana fermions on Kondo be-

havior in TM is comprehensively studied. On the other 

hand, there are many works describing a competition of 

Kondo effect and superconductivity [5-7]. Our previous 

investigation have indicated in a possibility of co-

existing Kondo effect and partial superconductivity in 

GaSb whiskers heavily doped to concentrations corre-

sponding to MIT [8]. Magnetotransport properties of 

various heavily doped semiconductor whiskers such as 

Ge, InSb, GaSb at low temperatures [9-12] allowed us 

to establish SdH oscillations, week antilocalization as 

well as strong spin-orbital interaction. The current 

study concerns to investigation of Bi2Se3 whisker mag-

netoresistance in low temperature range (1.5-77 K) and 

high magnetic field up to 10 T. Low temperature super-

conductivity with critical temperature Tc near 5.3 K as 

well as anomalous magnetoresistance upturn is re-

vealed in the whiskers and likely connected with 2D 

states of the whisker surface. Besides minimum on the 

temperature dependence of the whisker resistance at 

30 K is found to originate as a result of Kondo inter-

action. 

 

2. EXPERIMENT 
 

The whiskers of PdxBi2Se3 for x  0.001-0.002 were 

prepared by chemical vapors deposition (CVD) method 

in closed quartz reactor. Bromine was used as 

transport agent. The precursors Bi and Se in corre-

sponded ratio to obtain Bi2Se3 compound as well as Pd 

were load in quartz tube and evaporated to high vacu-

um. Pd impurity was used for initiation of the whiskers 

growth according to vapour-liquid-solid (VLS) mecha-

nism. The reactor was situated in horizontal furnace 

with temperature gradient. The high temperature part 
of the tube has 800  C, while low temperature part of 

the tube, where the whiskers grow, has 480  C. As a 

result of growth process with duration of about 1 hour 

the whiskers with mirror faces were obtained. The 

whisker diameter ranges from 20 to 30 m, their length 

approach to 1-2 mm. The investigation of the whisker 

by microprobe X-ray analizator (CAMEBAX) allows to 

determine the concentration of Pd in the whiskers of 

about (1-2)  1019 cm − 3. There are no any others impu-

rities in the whiskers as shown by the method (up to 

the values of trace concentrations of the method of 

about 1018 cm − 3). The electrical contacts for the whisk-

ers were made by welding of Pt microwire with diame-

ter of 10 m. The type of the whisker conductance was 

checked on the sing of thermo-e.m.f. and was estab-

lished to be n-type. Two groups of n-type Bi2Se3 whisk-

ers with different doping concentration in the vicinity 

to MIT from metal side of the transition were selected 

to study their resistance and magnetoresistance: 

Bi2Se3 whiskers with the impurity concentration 

(1  1019 cm − 3) in the nearest approximation to MIT 

with resistivity 300 K  0.0053 Ohm  сm; 

Bi2Se3 whiskers with the greater impurity concen-

tration (2  1019 cm − 3) with resistivity 

300 K  0.004 Ohm  сm. 

Low-temperature conductivity of Bi2Se3 whiskers 

was investigated in the temperature range 1.5-77 K. 

For these studies crystals were placed in the helium 

cryostat where they were cooled to temperature 4.2 K. 

The lower temperatures below 4.2 K were reached by 

pumping the cryostat (up to 1.5 K). The effect of mag-

netic field on the properties of the whiskers was stud-

ied using the Bitter magnet with the induction 10 T 
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and time scanning the field 1.75 T/min in the tempera-

ture range 1.5-77 K. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

3.1  Temperature dependence of Bi2Se3 whisker 

resistance 
 

Bi2Se3 whisker resistance is investigated in wide 

temperature range (1.5-77 K) at magnetic field induc-

tion up to 10 T. The temperature dependence of re-

sistance for the whiskers with different doping concen-

tration at a zero magnetic field is shown in Fig. 1. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 − Temperature dependence of resistance for n-type 

Bi2Se3 whiskers with various resistivity: 

1 − 300 K  0.0053 Ohm  сm; 2 − 300 K  0.004 Ohm  сm 
 

There are the following peculiarities of the curves in 

the range of low temperatures (Fig. 1): a) a sharp drop 

of the whisker resistance at temperature below 5.3 K; 

b) a wide minimum of the whisker resistance in tem-

perature range 20-25 K. Below let us consider the pecu-

liarities more detail.  

The possible reason of the obtained sharp drop of 

the whisker resistance could be an influence of electri-

cal contacts to the whiskers or a partial superconduc-

tivity of the whiskers. Thus, material of electrical con-

tact to the whiskers is known to appear the whisker 

superconductivity, e.g. superconductivity of Nb/InAs-

nanowire junction [13], etc. The electrical contacts to 

Bi2Se3 whiskers were made by Pt microwire welding. A 

seria of investigation of I-V characterestics in the range 

1.5-77 K does not show any deviations from Ohm law 

that indicates that electrical contacts could not be a 

reason of revealed sharp drop of the whisker re-

sistance. A possible combination of Pt with Bi or Se 

gives such results. PtBi is known to be a superconduc-

tor with Tc  1 K [14]. Comprehensive investigations of 

magnetoresistance of PtBi2 crystals up to temperatures 

Tc  2 K have no revealed any superconductivity of this 

compound [15]. There are no data about the supercon-

ductivity of Pt-Se compounds. The above results con-

firmed that revealed sharp drop of the whisker resistiv-

ity could not connect with electrical contacts.  

Let us consider the special topic of superconductivi-

ty originated from Bi. Interfaces in pure as well as 

doped Bi bicrystals can show superconductivity up to 

Tc  21 K [16], although Bi as bulk is not a supercon-

ductor (it has only very low Tc  0.5 mK [17]). Besides 

Bi2Se3 doped with various impurities could be super-

conductive. For example, SrxBi2Se3 compounds re-

vealed the superconductivity with Tc  2.7K [18], 

while CuxBi2Se3 compounds demonstrate a supercon-

ductivity up to Tc  3.8 K. Bi2Se3 compounds doped 

with Nb [19] or Tl [20] revealed the superconductive 

states with Tc of about 3 K. A sharp drop of the resis-

tivity in our experiment corresponds to temperature 

below 5.3 K, which not coincides with Curie tempera-

tures for the above compounds. Thus, a reason of the 

whisker superconductivity should be connected with 

Pd impurity, which will be discussed below. 

The observed minimum on the temperature de-

pendence of resistance for Bi2Se3 whiskers is likely to 

result from a contribution of Kondo effect. Kondo effect 

is usually revealed in materials doped with magnetic 

impurities [21, 22]. The dominant role plays exchange 

interaction between magnetic moments of intrinsic 3d 

electron localized on magnetic impurities and free 

charge carriers. One can assume that the similar 

anomalies of the temperature dependence of the re-

sistance may occur in semiconductors doped with non-

magnetic impurities to the concentration correspondent 

to MIT [23]. Then exchange interaction takes place 

between magnetic moments of twice occupied by charge 

carrier impurities and free charge carriers. Such Kondo 

effect was observed in heavily doped with boron Si-Ge 

whiskers that have no any magnetic impurities [24]. 

Besides we observed the similar effect in n-type con-

ductivity GaSb whiskers with concentration near the 

MIT [8]. 

The resistivity of the material described by the 

equation [21]: 
 

 
4

1 ( )ln F
e о F

EJ
E

N kT
  

 
  

 
, (1) 

 

where e – resistivity value due to exchange interac-

tion, о – resistivity values calculated by Born approxi-

mation, (ЕF) – the density of states at the Fermi level, 

ЕF – Fermi energy,  – impurity concentration, J – ex-

change interaction integral, k − Boltzmann constant, 

T − temperature.  

The density of states at the Fermi level increases in 

crystals by applying of magnetic field. These could lead 

to appearance of anomalous magnetoresistance, which 

is positive or negative depending on the sign of the ex-

change interaction integral J, according to the model 

proposed in work [21]. As Kondo effect occurs as a re-

sult of the exchange process between localized on im-

purity atoms electron and free carriers, then the effect 

can be seen only at identified impurity concentration 

when it is possible the formation of sufficient number 

of elementary processes in interaction between free 

carriers and those localized. Energy dependence of the 

density of states in the system qualitatively changes 

due to the interaction carriers, which is reflected in the 

temperature dependences as a minimum resistance. 

Our results showed that the maximum Kondo effect 

was observed for Bi2Se3 whiskers with resistivity 

300 K  0.0053 Ohm  cm. Deep minimum of the re-

sistance is visible on the curve 1 of Fig. 1 at tempera-
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ture range to 20-25 K. 

Increasing the impurity concentration increases the 

probability of overlapping of wave functions, resulting 

in increased value of direct exchange interaction, which 

can lead to a change in the sign of exchange interaction 

integral J. 

Attenuation of Kondo effect observed with little 

change in doping impurity concentration, in particular 

in Bi2Se3 whiskers with resistivity 

300 K  0.004 Ohm  cm of the same diameter. So, min-

imum of the resistance is invisible in the temperature 

range 1.5-40 K (Fig. 1, curve 2). 
 

3.2 Magnetoresistance of Bi2Se3 whiskers 
 

The next investigation concerns the behavior of the 

whisker resistance at applying magnetic field. Trans-

verse magnetoresistance in n-type Bi2Se3 whiskers 

with doping concentration (1-2)  1019 cm − 3  in the vi-

cinity to the metal-insulator transition from metal side 

of the transition were studied in the temperature range 

4.2-77 K and magnetic field 0-10 T (Fig. 2). There are 

no any oscillations of Bi2Se3 whisker magnetore-

sistance in contrast to behavior of magnetoresistance 

for InSb [12] or GaSb [11] whisker, where in wide 

range of impurity concentrations SdH oscillations oc-

cur. The absence of oscillations could be connected with 

imperfection of the whisker crystal structure or their 

heavily doping. The investigation of the whisker sur-

face in optical microscope shows a mirror-like faces of 

the whiskers, which indicates in good arranged surface 

lattice. X-ray diffractogram (XRD) investigations does 

not show any amorphous phase in the whiskers. There-

fore, the absence of magnetoresistance oscillations may 

be attributed to heavily doping of the whiskers to con-

centration of about (1-2)  1019 cm − 3. 

Nevertheless, there are two interesting features of 

the whisker magnetoresistance: c) the first one is 

anomalous upturn at low magnetic field at T  4.2 K 

(see upper inset to Fig. 2); d) on the temperature de-

pendency of the whisker magnetoresistance at B  10 T 

a wide minimum is clearly obvious at the temperature 

range 25-30 K (see bottom inset to Fig. 2).  

с) It is worthy to note that at temperature increase 

the above upturn disappears (see Fig. 2). 

An anomalous upturn in the magnetoresistance 

could be explained by a few ways. The authors of [25] 

explained the analogical behavior of resistivity of cu-

prates by charge carrier scattering due to interplay 

with magnetic impurity spins. P. Fournier et al. [26] 

believed that anomalous resistance upturn is a result 

of two dimensional (2D) weak localization called by 

crystal disorder. In our previous work we have ob-

served a coexisting weak antilocalization and super-

conductivity in GaSb whiskers [11]. Besides we have 

observed remarkable crossover from WAL to WL in 

GaSb whiskers at T  3 K [8]. Here there are no rea-

sons to assume the presence of any localization of elec-

trons in Bi2Se3 whiskers. We believe that magnetore-

sistance upturn is called by superconductivity. 

d) Wide minimum on the temperature dependency 

of the whisker magnetoresistance at B  10 T (see bot-

tom inset to Fig. 2) is clearly observed at temperature 

25-30 K. This coincides with minimum on the tempera-

ture dependency of the whisker resistance in zero mag-

netic field (see Fig. 1). This fact could be the evidence of 

Kondo effect. Despite of high magnetic field of about 

10 T Kondo interaction of conductance singlet electrons 

with localized by impurity electron is rather strong and 

independent on magnetic field intensity. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 – Magnetoresistance of n-type Bi2Se3 whisker at differ-

ent temperatures: 1 – 4.2 K; 2 – 13 K; 3 – 29 K; 4 – 40 K; 5 – 

50 K; 6 – 60 K; 7 – 77 K 
 

The vicinity to MIT is known to substantially rise 

the temperature of material transition in superconduc-

tive state [27]. Taking this fact into account the ob-

served sharp drops of Bi2Se3 whiskers resistance at 

temperatures below 5.3 K was assumed to connect with 

partial superconductivity of the whiskers. The value Tc 

of about 5.3 K was determined from experimental data 

(Fig. 1, curve 1,2). Another confirmation of transition to 

superconductive state is Fig. 2 (upper inset), where it is 

obviously seen a formation of cusp (at 4.2 K), which 

could be connected with superconductive state. 

The main characteristics of the whiskers supercon-

ductivity is very small change in the whisker re-

sistance. This fact indicates in existing of superconduc-

tive state only in thin subsurface layer of the whiskers. 

The possible mechanism of appearance of superconduc-

tivity is partial superconductivity of the whisker sur-

face. 

As is obvious from experimental data transition to 

superconductive state substantially depends on impuri-

ty concentration. Thus, in the whiskers with resistivity 

300 K  0.0053 Ohm  сm a competition of Kondo inter-

action and Cooper interaction is observed. The whisk-

ers have metallic conductivity, but the impurity con-

centration is slightly larger than Nc for MIT in Bi2Se3 

material. For such samples a part of carriers are local-

ized on impurities and interact with free charge carri-

ers resulting in Kondo interaction. This interaction as 

well as thermal interaction destroy Cooper pairs and 

correspondingly influence on the whisker superconduc-

tivity at 5.3 K (as compare curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 1 at 

temperatures below 5.3 K). 

 Suppression of superconductivity by magnetic field 

is informative for determination of its nature. Thus, we 

have carried out a series of experiments as for influ-

ence of magnetic field on superconductivity behaviour 
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in the whiskers. These experiments allow us to deter-

mine of Bc2 taking into account Ginzburg-Landau 

equation: 
 

 Bc2(T)  B c2(0)(1 − t2)/(1 + t2), (2) 
 

where t  T/Tc. 

According to the equation (2) dependence of Bc2(t) 

was built (Fig. 3).  

The value Bc2(T) corresponds to temperature T, for 

which a full suppression of the superconductivity takes 

place. Then, the equation (2) allows us to determine the 

upper critical field Bc2(0) for Bi2Se3 whisker. The linear 

approximation of the experimental data gives the value 

of about Bc2(0)  1.5 T (Fig. 3). 
 

 
 

Fig. 3 – The critical field Bc(T) versus reduced transition tem-

perature T/Tc for n-type Bi2Se3 whiskers. The dash line shows 

the Ginzburg-Landau fit to the experimental data 
 

Using the equation: 
 

 Bc2(0) = 0/2(0)2, (3) 
 

where 0 is the flux quantum equal to 2.07  10 – 15 Tm2, 

we obtained superconductor coherence length  

(0)  15 nm  for Bi2Se3 whiskers.  

The obtained value of coherence length is substan-

tially less than the value 200 nm for CuxBi2Se3 crystals 

[28]. The short coherence length 18 nm of Cooper pairs, 

comparable with that for Srx Bi2Se3 ((0)  15 nm) [29] 

as well as for high-Tc superconductors, could lead to a 

variety of fascinating phenomena in contrast to low-TC 

materials [30]. As a result we have observed Kondo 

effect together with superconductivity in the whiskers.  

The value of superconducting gap could be deter-

mined from the equation [28]: 
 

   3.5 KBTc/2. (4) 
 

Substituting Tc  5.3 K and Botsmann constant KB, 

we have obtained the superconductive gap of about 

0.8 meV, which is in good agreement with literature 

data 0.6 meV [28].  

Let us discussed a possible reason of Bi2Se3 whisker 

superconductivity. The most probable mechanism of 

superconductivity is intercalation of Pd impurity, 

which was used as initiator of the whisker growth. 

There are data [31] about an appearance of supercon-

ductivity with Tc  5.5 K for PdxBi2Te3 crystals. Be-

sides, -PdBi2 crystals are superconductive with 

Tc  5.3 K [32], which coincides with data of our exper-

iment. The coherence length for -PdBi2 crystals is 

about 20 nm [32] that is in good agreement with our 

results. The above data evidence the possible reason of 

superconductivity in Bi2Se3 whiskers with intercalation 

of Pd impurity. Partial superconductivity is in good 

coincidence with data [31] for PdxBi2Te3 crystals, where 

a resistivity also does not down to zero. It seems to be a 

consequence of rather low Pd concentration connected 

with hard intercalation in Bi2Se3 whiskers. For deepen-

ing the nature of the observed superconductivity fur-

ther structure and ARPES investigations should be 

conducted. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Temperature dependences of the resistance in n-

type PdxBi2Se3 whiskers with different impurity con-

centration in the vicinity to the MIT from metal side of 

the transition (1-2)  1019 cm − 3 were studied in the 

temperature range 1.5-77 K. The peculiarities of 

whisker resistance such as sharp drop at low tempera-

ture 5.3 K were observed for Bi2Se3 whiskers with vari-

ous Pd concentration, that could be explained by par-

tial superconductivity of the whiskers. Analysis of 

magnetic field influence on the whisker conductivity 

allows to determine the main superconductor parame-

ters: upper critical magnetic field Bc2  1.5 T, supercon-

ductor coherence length (0)  15 nm, superconductive 

gap   0.8 meV. The obtained values indicate that a 

reason of observed superconductivity is likely resulted 

from a presence of -PdBi2 complex originated from Pd 

intercalation in the crystal during their growth by VLS 

mechanism. 

The rather low values of superconductor coherence 

length like that as in cuprates indicate in a possibility 

to observe others exotic phenomena in the whiskers. 

For Bi2Se3 whiskers with resistivity 

300 K  0.0053 Ohm  сm a resistance minimum was 

observed at temperature about to 20-25 K, that may 

indicate in Kondo effect presence in the crystals. The 

effect is connected with exchange interaction between 

magnetic moments of singlet electron localized on im-

purities and free charge carriers and occurs only at 

certain impurity concentration at the vicinity to MIT. 
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